ATTENTION STUDENTS OF SECOND YEAR MBBS-2015

You are directed to receive the application form for clinical groups to be formed for the clinical training starting from Semester-V, 3rd Year M.B.B.S.

The following instructions should be followed for group formation:

- Total 24 groups have to be made and students can divide in group of 8 (as Minimum) to 16 (as Max.) members.

- Each group must nominate a member as Group Leader who will be responsible for submission of group details and other necessary coordination.

- Those students who would appear in Re-Take Examination of any semester of 2nd Year MBBS should submit their transcript for confirmation of their clinical posting.

Application form can be obtained during the Class Break, from Academic Coordination Cell at 1st Floor. Admin Block-DMC and the duly filled application form will be submitted in the same office.

Prof. Junaid Ashraf
Principal